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1.) If you want to stay with similar colors that you already have and don’t want to introduce something 
drastic.  Then let’s use the color that is on the short wall (or pony wall) around the sunken area on the 
drywall around the brick of the fireplace  (Assuming that the walls aren't already that color). The soffit that 
is above and goes the length of the room should also be that color if not already). (Be careful this color 
doesn’t have red, or amber undertones).

2) That leaves the brick and I feel that perhaps that is where you can pick up an accent color that you don’t 
already have and a good place to draw that color from would be the rug. It looks on the screen that it has 
greys/grey blues… Do you love those colors? Do you want to start balancing  out the browns and warm 
tones with some cooler neutrals?

V I R T U A L  D E S I G N  C O N S U L T A T I O N

B E F O R E  P H O T O S  ( s e n t  b y  K a t e )
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Client: Kate Smith
Goal: Kate would like to know what colors to paint the fireplace wall and the brick that surrounds the
fireplace.

3) If so, a good medium grey/grey blue (chosen from the rug) for the brick would be great. (Make 
sure it’s flat paint) and not a pastel). Then bring in different shades of those greys/grey blues colors 
to the area where you have the cowhide and the chairs. Add a couple of pillows in those same 
tones. Pull the cowhide out into the room a bit more so it really shows (I love it). If you can add a 
poof in a shade of grey/blue too in front of the chairs and partially on the cowhide; it would com-
plete that area nicely.  The art piece on this side of the fireplace could change to a pop of color like 
a burnt orange.  (Only if you love that color, it contrasts nicely with floors, greys and tans). The 
piece you have after you paint you will see if it works or not.

The pillows on the seats around the sunken area also could use a bit of that same family of 
greys/grey blues paired with off-whites. Texture helps a lot when using the same color over and 
over.  Even some bright whites may help your space feel brighter (but I know this is the kid’s area, 
so may be washable ones.)

4) Here is a suggestion that you may or may not want to do on this side of the fp. The opposing 
wall,  the wall with windows in front of the chairs could use being the lighter color that you are 
adding/already have on the fp wall and the soffit. OR you could repeat that color on the curtains if 
you want and can replace those.

What this will do is, it will balance the room out from fp side and the window side.  (Side to side 
balance) So now we have to balance the other end of the room. The wall where you have the 
armoire: Consider adding lighter picture frames on the table to the left of the armoire. Perhaps, 
wood ones, metal ones, diff. styles, similar colors (some of the ones you have you could spray paint) 
:).  A basket with another couple of pillows or throws that are lighter to go under the table with the 
frames. The basket it self needs to be medium to large.

On the other side of the armoire hang something above the wine rack that is similar in size and 
shape as the great arrows you have on the other side. So, for example: If the arrows take up space 
on the wall of 24” high x 36” wide. You are going to add a piece of a similar size above wine rack. 
Could even be some rustic wood shelves (no more than 3)painted with milk paint in off-white and 
under the shelves you can add stemware holders. (Your husband is handy isn’t he? :) Eventually, try 
to find a wine rack that is more rectangular and of similar size and scale as the table with picture 
frames.

Again, this will balance the room from entry to the back wall and when you look at that room from 
the entrance you will see balance on all 3 walls. Each wall will relate to each other pretty nicely. Not 
that it doesn’t now, but since you are popping the fp wall—you don’t want what ever you do there 
to seem disconnected from the rest of the room.
I don’t want to overwhelm you with too much information– So I am going to address the other side 
the kitchen side in this color way. If you want to explore other colorways, I can do that for you also.

FP KITCHEN SIDE:
1.) Once the painting is done add more organic shapes around your animal skull, perhaps other 
animal skulls in different sizes.  Make that wall a collection of like items. OR a gallery wall with the 
skull being center stage. Rustic things, TX things. 

2.) Add pillows in lighter colors and pick up the greys or/grey blues and add little bursts of the burnt 
orange if you do use that on the other side. (Cowhide pillows on this side would tie in nicely too). If 
you are really brave do the same on the French door wall, pick up the lighter color  on that wall, 
now the room is balanced from side to side again; this time on this side of fp. A couple of throws in 

light colors/or the grey over the chairs/sofa. If you can add a poof or 2 too with texture not necessarily 
to place your fit on, but something to add texture and the color to that side of the room. It will provide 
additional seating and the boys would love them.
 
3.) Your nook walls in your kitchen where the table is could also use being lighter too. Painting the frame 
of your mirror above that stunning piece you have by the dinning table, would also work wonders to 
start bringing in lighter colors. (White or off-white. Milk paint, rustic).

5) Again, take what you need and like leave the rest. If you go to that store on Jasmin St. that sells 
fabrics and such, you may find either an off-white vinyl or leather to recover the seat cushions on the 
stools. OR and this would be  EPIC if you found a faux cowhide material for those stools. (It would be 
stunning.)

FINAL SUGGESTIONS:
1.) Once you have had a chance to digest this, feel free to send me questions, or answers to the ques-
tions above and if this is the way you want to go I will be happy to do a shopping list for you to go and 
have some fun finding things you love.
2.) We can also address the TV wall on the kitchen side when you are ready. Let me know. 
Hope you find this helpful. 

Color suggestions based on what I see the colors of the rug are:
SW 0038 LIBRARY PEWTER—ACCENT FOR BRICK (If this color is too dark you can always look at lighter 
versions. But please get chips and compare to your rug)
SW 7670 GREY SHINGLE—ACCENT FOR BRICK (If this color is too dark you can always look at lighter 
versions. But please get chips and compare to your rug)



 

Hi Kate, thanks for letting me do this for you. I really appreciate it and hope this helps. Feel free to contact 
me via email any time with questions etc. I will make some suggestions that perhaps are beyond what you 
want to do but please, take what you need and works for you and leave the rest. I just want to be as 
inclusive as possible.

Please remember that I am doing this purely by what I see in the pictures and that the computer screen 
may not translate the colors 100% accurately. However, I am happy to schedule a live chat or an in person 
consultation if that is what you need.

From what I see you already have a lot of earth tones. Brown, tans the flooring color and a lot of large 
pieces also in the brown tones. I haven’t talked to you about what you would like to accomplish and what 
is not working for you right now in terms of color, paint, décor—what ever it may be. I will be happy to 
schedule a call if necessary.

So I would say at this point don’t add any more dark elements to your room/rooms and by that I mean den, 
kitchen, L.R. etc. Not even decorative items.  Don’t add any more tan either, let’s find what color you are 
craving right now? What is going to change the way you feel about your space? BTW—I love the horns or 
animal skull hanging on the  fireplace wall on the den side. So let’s take that as a guide. (I am sure since you 
are from TX and it’s on your wall you love it). I do. :) Organic shapes, textures and accessories really add life 
to any décor. Especially now days that more relaxed and lived in looks are more popular.  (There is a gal in 
Instagram that sells pictures she takes of animals and fields in TX and she is really reasonable).
I don’t know what colorways you are leaning towards and am also assuming you are not looking to make 
major changes and or a huge investment. So, correct me if am wrong. Please.

Lighting is an issue so we need to find ways to brighten things up and reflect the light you do have. Keep 
that in mind when deciding on your colors. Also, beware that there are colors that will enhance/show more 
the peach tones of your floor tile. If that is not something you are crazy about—just be careful of the 
undertones of the colors you do select as some colors can pull the peach tones.

From what I can tell the back wall where the black Armoire is, looks like has a lot of red undertones also. 

1.) If you want to stay with similar colors that you already have and don’t want to introduce something 
drastic.  Then let’s use the color that is on the short wall (or pony wall) around the sunken area on the 
drywall around the brick of the fireplace  (Assuming that the walls aren't already that color). The soffit that 
is above and goes the length of the room should also be that color if not already). (Be careful this color 
doesn’t have red, or amber undertones).

2) That leaves the brick and I feel that perhaps that is where you can pick up an accent color that you don’t 
already have and a good place to draw that color from would be the rug. It looks on the screen that it has 
greys/grey blues… Do you love those colors? Do you want to start balancing  out the browns and warm 
tones with some cooler neutrals?
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3) If so, a good medium grey/grey blue (chosen from the rug) for the brick would be great. (Make 
sure it’s flat paint) and not a pastel). Then bring in different shades of those greys/grey blues colors 
to the area where you have the cowhide and the chairs. Add a couple of pillows in those same 
tones. Pull the cowhide out into the room a bit more so it really shows (I love it). If you can add a 
poof in a shade of grey/blue too in front of the chairs and partially on the cowhide; it would com-
plete that area nicely.  The art piece on this side of the fireplace could change to a pop of color like 
a burnt orange.  (Only if you love that color, it contrasts nicely with floors, greys and tans). The 
piece you have after you paint you will see if it works or not.

The pillows on the seats around the sunken area also could use a bit of that same family of 
greys/grey blues paired with off-whites. Texture helps a lot when using the same color over and 
over.  Even some bright whites may help your space feel brighter (but I know this is the kid’s area, 
so may be washable ones.)

4) Here is a suggestion that you may or may not want to do on this side of the fp. The opposing 
wall,  the wall with windows in front of the chairs could use being the lighter color that you are 
adding/already have on the fp wall and the soffit. OR you could repeat that color on the curtains if 
you want and can replace those.

What this will do is, it will balance the room out from fp side and the window side.  (Side to side 
balance) So now we have to balance the other end of the room. The wall where you have the 
armoire: Consider adding lighter picture frames on the table to the left of the armoire. Perhaps, 
wood ones, metal ones, diff. styles, similar colors (some of the ones you have you could spray paint) 
:).  A basket with another couple of pillows or throws that are lighter to go under the table with the 
frames. The basket it self needs to be medium to large.

On the other side of the armoire hang something above the wine rack that is similar in size and 
shape as the great arrows you have on the other side. So, for example: If the arrows take up space 
on the wall of 24” high x 36” wide. You are going to add a piece of a similar size above wine rack. 
Could even be some rustic wood shelves (no more than 3)painted with milk paint in off-white and 
under the shelves you can add stemware holders. (Your husband is handy isn’t he? :) Eventually, try 
to find a wine rack that is more rectangular and of similar size and scale as the table with picture 
frames.

Again, this will balance the room from entry to the back wall and when you look at that room from 
the entrance you will see balance on all 3 walls. Each wall will relate to each other pretty nicely. Not 
that it doesn’t now, but since you are popping the fp wall—you don’t want what ever you do there 
to seem disconnected from the rest of the room.
I don’t want to overwhelm you with too much information– So I am going to address the other side 
the kitchen side in this color way. If you want to explore other colorways, I can do that for you also.

FP KITCHEN SIDE:
1.) Once the painting is done add more organic shapes around your animal skull, perhaps other 
animal skulls in different sizes.  Make that wall a collection of like items. OR a gallery wall with the 
skull being center stage. Rustic things, TX things. 

2.) Add pillows in lighter colors and pick up the greys or/grey blues and add little bursts of the burnt 
orange if you do use that on the other side. (Cowhide pillows on this side would tie in nicely too). If 
you are really brave do the same on the French door wall, pick up the lighter color  on that wall, 
now the room is balanced from side to side again; this time on this side of fp. A couple of throws in 

light colors/or the grey over the chairs/sofa. If you can add a poof or 2 too with texture not necessarily 
to place your fit on, but something to add texture and the color to that side of the room. It will provide 
additional seating and the boys would love them.
 
3.) Your nook walls in your kitchen where the table is could also use being lighter too. Painting the frame 
of your mirror above that stunning piece you have by the dinning table, would also work wonders to 
start bringing in lighter colors. (White or off-white. Milk paint, rustic).

5) Again, take what you need and like leave the rest. If you go to that store on Jasmin St. that sells 
fabrics and such, you may find either an off-white vinyl or leather to recover the seat cushions on the 
stools. OR and this would be  EPIC if you found a faux cowhide material for those stools. (It would be 
stunning.)

FINAL SUGGESTIONS:
1.) Once you have had a chance to digest this, feel free to send me questions, or answers to the ques-
tions above and if this is the way you want to go I will be happy to do a shopping list for you to go and 
have some fun finding things you love.
2.) We can also address the TV wall on the kitchen side when you are ready. Let me know. 
Hope you find this helpful. 

Color suggestions based on what I see the colors of the rug are:
SW 0038 LIBRARY PEWTER—ACCENT FOR BRICK (If this color is too dark you can always look at lighter 
versions. But please get chips and compare to your rug)
SW 7670 GREY SHINGLE—ACCENT FOR BRICK (If this color is too dark you can always look at lighter 
versions. But please get chips and compare to your rug)



1.) If you want to stay with similar colors that you already have and don’t want to introduce something 
drastic.  Then let’s use the color that is on the short wall (or pony wall) around the sunken area on the 
drywall around the brick of the fireplace  (Assuming that the walls aren't already that color). The soffit that 
is above and goes the length of the room should also be that color if not already). (Be careful this color 
doesn’t have red, or amber undertones).

2) That leaves the brick and I feel that perhaps that is where you can pick up an accent color that you don’t 
already have and a good place to draw that color from would be the rug. It looks on the screen that it has 
greys/grey blues… Do you love those colors? Do you want to start balancing  out the browns and warm 
tones with some cooler neutrals?

3) If so, a good medium grey/grey blue (chosen from the rug) for the brick would be great. (Make 
sure it’s flat paint) and not a pastel). Then bring in different shades of those greys/grey blues colors 
to the area where you have the cowhide and the chairs. Add a couple of pillows in those same 
tones. Pull the cowhide out into the room a bit more so it really shows (I love it). If you can add a 
poof in a shade of grey/blue too in front of the chairs and partially on the cowhide; it would com-
plete that area nicely.  The art piece on this side of the fireplace could change to a pop of color like 
a burnt orange.  (Only if you love that color, it contrasts nicely with floors, greys and tans). The 
piece you have after you paint you will see if it works or not.

The pillows on the seats around the sunken area also could use a bit of that same family of 
greys/grey blues paired with off-whites. Texture helps a lot when using the same color over and 
over.  Even some bright whites may help your space feel brighter (but I know this is the kid’s area, 
so may be washable ones.)

4) Here is a suggestion that you may or may not want to do on this side of the fp. The opposing 
wall,  the wall with windows in front of the chairs could use being the lighter color that you are 
adding/already have on the fp wall and the soffit. OR you could repeat that color on the curtains if 
you want and can replace those.

What this will do is, it will balance the room out from fp side and the window side.  (Side to side 
balance) So now we have to balance the other end of the room. The wall where you have the 
armoire: Consider adding lighter picture frames on the table to the left of the armoire. Perhaps, 
wood ones, metal ones, diff. styles, similar colors (some of the ones you have you could spray paint) 
:).  A basket with another couple of pillows or throws that are lighter to go under the table with the 
frames. The basket it self needs to be medium to large.

On the other side of the armoire hang something above the wine rack that is similar in size and 
shape as the great arrows you have on the other side. So, for example: If the arrows take up space 
on the wall of 24” high x 36” wide. You are going to add a piece of a similar size above wine rack. 
Could even be some rustic wood shelves (no more than 3)painted with milk paint in off-white and 
under the shelves you can add stemware holders. (Your husband is handy isn’t he? :) Eventually, try 
to find a wine rack that is more rectangular and of similar size and scale as the table with picture 
frames.

Again, this will balance the room from entry to the back wall and when you look at that room from 
the entrance you will see balance on all 3 walls. Each wall will relate to each other pretty nicely. Not 
that it doesn’t now, but since you are popping the fp wall—you don’t want what ever you do there 
to seem disconnected from the rest of the room.
I don’t want to overwhelm you with too much information– So I am going to address the other side 
the kitchen side in this color way. If you want to explore other colorways, I can do that for you also.

FP KITCHEN SIDE:
1.) Once the painting is done add more organic shapes around your animal skull, perhaps other 
animal skulls in different sizes.  Make that wall a collection of like items. OR a gallery wall with the 
skull being center stage. Rustic things, TX things. 

2.) Add pillows in lighter colors and pick up the greys or/grey blues and add little bursts of the burnt 
orange if you do use that on the other side. (Cowhide pillows on this side would tie in nicely too). If 
you are really brave do the same on the French door wall, pick up the lighter color  on that wall, 
now the room is balanced from side to side again; this time on this side of fp. A couple of throws in 

light colors/or the grey over the chairs/sofa. If you can add a poof or 2 too with texture not necessarily 
to place your fit on, but something to add texture and the color to that side of the room. It will provide 
additional seating and the boys would love them.
 
3.) Your nook walls in your kitchen where the table is could also use being lighter too. Painting the frame 
of your mirror above that stunning piece you have by the dinning table, would also work wonders to 
start bringing in lighter colors. (White or off-white. Milk paint, rustic).

5) Again, take what you need and like leave the rest. If you go to that store on Jasmin St. that sells 
fabrics and such, you may find either an off-white vinyl or leather to recover the seat cushions on the 
stools. OR and this would be  EPIC if you found a faux cowhide material for those stools. (It would be 
stunning.)

FINAL SUGGESTIONS:
1.) Once you have had a chance to digest this, feel free to send me questions, or answers to the ques-
tions above and if this is the way you want to go I will be happy to do a shopping list for you to go and 
have some fun finding things you love.
2.) We can also address the TV wall on the kitchen side when you are ready. Let me know. 
Hope you find this helpful. 

Color suggestions based on what I see the colors of the rug are:
SW 0038 LIBRARY PEWTER—ACCENT FOR BRICK (If this color is too dark you can always look at lighter 
versions. But please get chips and compare to your rug)
SW 7670 GREY SHINGLE—ACCENT FOR BRICK (If this color is too dark you can always look at lighter 
versions. But please get chips and compare to your rug)



1.) If you want to stay with similar colors that you already have and don’t want to introduce something 
drastic.  Then let’s use the color that is on the short wall (or pony wall) around the sunken area on the 
drywall around the brick of the fireplace  (Assuming that the walls aren't already that color). The soffit that 
is above and goes the length of the room should also be that color if not already). (Be careful this color 
doesn’t have red, or amber undertones).

2) That leaves the brick and I feel that perhaps that is where you can pick up an accent color that you don’t 
already have and a good place to draw that color from would be the rug. It looks on the screen that it has 
greys/grey blues… Do you love those colors? Do you want to start balancing  out the browns and warm 
tones with some cooler neutrals?
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3) If so, a good medium grey/grey blue (chosen from the rug) for the brick would be great. (Make 
sure it’s flat paint) and not a pastel). Then bring in different shades of those greys/grey blues colors 
to the area where you have the cowhide and the chairs. Add a couple of pillows in those same 
tones. Pull the cowhide out into the room a bit more so it really shows (I love it). If you can add a 
poof in a shade of grey/blue too in front of the chairs and partially on the cowhide; it would com-
plete that area nicely.  The art piece on this side of the fireplace could change to a pop of color like 
a burnt orange.  (Only if you love that color, it contrasts nicely with floors, greys and tans). The 
piece you have after you paint you will see if it works or not.

The pillows on the seats around the sunken area also could use a bit of that same family of 
greys/grey blues paired with off-whites. Texture helps a lot when using the same color over and 
over.  Even some bright whites may help your space feel brighter (but I know this is the kid’s area, 
so may be washable ones.)

4) Here is a suggestion that you may or may not want to do on this side of the fp. The opposing 
wall,  the wall with windows in front of the chairs could use being the lighter color that you are 
adding/already have on the fp wall and the soffit. OR you could repeat that color on the curtains if 
you want and can replace those.

What this will do is, it will balance the room out from fp side and the window side.  (Side to side 
balance) So now we have to balance the other end of the room. The wall where you have the 
armoire: Consider adding lighter picture frames on the table to the left of the armoire. Perhaps, 
wood ones, metal ones, diff. styles, similar colors (some of the ones you have you could spray paint) 
:).  A basket with another couple of pillows or throws that are lighter to go under the table with the 
frames. The basket it self needs to be medium to large.

On the other side of the armoire hang something above the wine rack that is similar in size and 
shape as the great arrows you have on the other side. So, for example: If the arrows take up space 
on the wall of 24” high x 36” wide. You are going to add a piece of a similar size above wine rack. 
Could even be some rustic wood shelves (no more than 3)painted with milk paint in off-white and 
under the shelves you can add stemware holders. (Your husband is handy isn’t he? :) Eventually, try 
to find a wine rack that is more rectangular and of similar size and scale as the table with picture 
frames.

Again, this will balance the room from entry to the back wall and when you look at that room from 
the entrance you will see balance on all 3 walls. Each wall will relate to each other pretty nicely. Not 
that it doesn’t now, but since you are popping the fp wall—you don’t want what ever you do there 
to seem disconnected from the rest of the room.
I don’t want to overwhelm you with too much information– So I am going to address the other side 
the kitchen side in this color way. If you want to explore other colorways, I can do that for you also.

FP KITCHEN SIDE:
1.) Once the painting is done add more organic shapes around your animal skull, perhaps other 
animal skulls in different sizes.  Make that wall a collection of like items. OR a gallery wall with the 
skull being center stage. Rustic things, TX things. 

2.) Add pillows in lighter colors and pick up the greys or/grey blues and add little bursts of the burnt 
orange if you do use that on the other side. (Cowhide pillows on this side would tie in nicely too). If 
you are really brave do the same on the French door wall, pick up the lighter color  on that wall, 
now the room is balanced from side to side again; this time on this side of fp. A couple of throws in 

light colors/or the grey over the chairs/sofa. If you can add a poof or 2 too with texture not necessarily 
to place your fit on, but something to add texture and the color to that side of the room. It will provide 
additional seating and the boys would love them.
 
3.) Your nook walls in your kitchen where the table is could also use being lighter too. Painting the frame 
of your mirror above that stunning piece you have by the dinning table, would also work wonders to 
start bringing in lighter colors. (White or off-white. Milk paint, rustic).

5) Again, take what you need and like leave the rest. If you go to that store on Jasmin St. that sells 
fabrics and such, you may find either an off-white vinyl or leather to recover the seat cushions on the 
stools. OR and this would be  EPIC if you found a faux cowhide material for those stools. (It would be 
stunning.)

FINAL SUGGESTIONS:
1.) Once you have had a chance to digest this, feel free to send me questions, or answers to the ques-
tions above and if this is the way you want to go I will be happy to do a shopping list for you to go and 
have some fun finding things you love.
2.) We can also address the TV wall on the kitchen side when you are ready. Let me know. 
Hope you find this helpful. 

Color suggestions based on what I see the colors of the rug are:
SW 0038 LIBRARY PEWTER—ACCENT FOR BRICK (If this color is too dark you can always look at lighter 
versions. But please get chips and compare to your rug)
SW 7670 GREY SHINGLE—ACCENT FOR BRICK (If this color is too dark you can always look at lighter 
versions. But please get chips and compare to your rug)

 

   
   

...add some poof



...the basket idea

...picture frames ...accent pillow idea

...for balance

Household Essentials Large Wicker Floor 
Basket With Braided Handle. OVER-
STOCK.COM  $77.49

ART TO BALANCE ARROWS OR FOR ABOVE 
FP ON LR SIDE.

Parvez Taj - Striped Skull Painting Print on 
Natural Pine Wood. OVERSTOC.COM $169
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